Query: when will i get a professional job and where will am going to settle.

Answer:

Name. 2.8.1989. 10.48 am. Place. Ashlesha nakshathra.

Ascendant is in earthy and dual sign Virgo. Saturn influences it. Lagna lord Mercury is posited in 12th house in yoga with Mars, Venus and rahu – kethu axis. The mahadasa of Venus (28.11.2005 to 28.11.2025) and the bukthi of Moon (from 30.3.2010 to 29.11.2011) are running now. Next bukthi is of Mars. Transit wise the period ‘is not much favorable.

You seem to include in the intellectual class and possess the tendencies such as critically inclined, judicious and patient and practical minded, endowed with a cool, clear intellect, and have a great sense of justice, but often seen impassively cold and harsh in your treatment of others. You also possess a firm and strong will, though capable of sudden changes under persuasion and careful and cautious, and usually act methodically, with apparent forethought. Your intellect comes from experiences than from education and have remarkable tact and ingenuity. You will never hesitate to accept responsibility and are always devoted to serving other who are less fortunate. But money wise, you seemed have less financial discipline. So take care of that part.

Professionally the chart shows much favorable results in future as the lords of Karma and Fortune (Mercury and Venus) are in yoga and the mahadasa of Fortune lord is running now. Jupiter is posited in 10th house also underlines it. As Mars influences the Karma lord, you will have a tendency to shift firms frequently. There are chances that you will get a job within this year if you follow up. You will not stick to it more than one year as a change is seen by the start of 2013. But you may have to wait till 2016 for a good stable job of your liking. Try for jobs in foreign land as your fortune lies there.

Remedies – wear natural emerald gemstone of minimum 2.50 carats set in gold or silver (middle or little finger of right hand) ring or locket and start wearing it from a Wednesday morning. Pray and satisfy Lord Ganapathy. Donate liberally to the causes of education for the poor people.